Christian Apologetics
PE 420/PE 620
Worldviews 2: Moral Relativism
with Nihilism and Existentialism

Lecture overview
Challenges to Our Story/Discussion
Discussion on Nihilism & Existentialism
“Morality: Who are You to Say?”:
Ethics Role Plays

“What if God doesn't exist? What if it's an idea made up by men?
Then if He doesn't exist, man is the chief of the earth, of the universe.
Magnificent! Only how is he going to be good without God? That's the
question. I always come back to that. For whom is man going to love
then? To whom will he be thankful? To whom will he sing the hymn?”
(Mitya, in Fyodor Dostoyevsky’s The Brothers Karamazov)

“Everything’s Bent”—Workshop + Q&A
on Same-Sex Marriage (SSM)

*Challenges to Our Story*

FORUM 11: Respond to one of the following statements:
(a) “Who are you to say what is morally right and wrong?
How intolerant!”; or (b) “Anyone who judges homosexuality
on religious grounds is a bigot; provided people give their
full consent, and no harm is done, everything is permissible
and your opposition is oppression”; or (c) “You don’t need to
be religious to be good, nor believe in God to objectively
discern the difference between right and wrong.”

READINGS DEBRIEF

Nihilism: Nietzsche’s “madman”

PRAY for a friend | UNPACK readings
-question—something you don’t get,
or want to clarify
-challenge—something you disagree
with, or want to nuance
-implication—“so what” for your
apologetic approach
-application—something useful right
now in your context
Discuss Forum question
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Nihilism: Nietzsche’s “madman”

What is existentialism?

"I have come too early," he said then; "my time is not
yet. This tremendous event is still on its way, still
wandering … "What after all are these churches now if
they are not the tombs and sepulchers of God?"
 What signs are there that the madman’s time is now?

 What is nihilism, and how does it manifest today?
 What does it matter if morality is only subjective?

How prevalent is existentialism? What form does it take?

Why is Hollywood so hope-less?

Empathetic apologetics
 Existentialism posits that life is irrational and
meaningless, thus we create meaning by our choices—
i.e., a leap of faith from meaningless nature to a
meaningful and happy life. What are the problems in
this venture? And how is this similar or different to the
Christian’s “leap of faith”?
 What are the key charges the nihilist and the
existentialist would bring against Christianity?
How would you respond?
 What key arguments may help expose the problems
with nihilism and existentialism? How might you
embody this in replying to a hope-less uni student?

What’s your reading of Logan & other anti-hero flicks?

Nihilism & existentialism

Moral relativism
 In your own words, what is moral relativism?
 What forms does it take in our culture
today—both in actions and words?

☼ Contrasting Katie Perry’s “I Kissed a Girl” and
Nickelback’s “If Everyone Cared”—discuss how
these two approaches to morality can thrive
simultaneously. Are we truly relativists?
 How does moral relativism alter a person’s
understanding of and receptivity to the gospel?
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Moral relativism

Activity 11.4
 RESPOND: a) “Who are you to say what is morally
right and wrong? How intolerant!”; or (b) “Anyone who
judges homosexuality on religious grounds is a bigot;
provided people give their full consent, and no harm is
done, everything is permissible and your opposition is
oppression”; or (c) “You don’t need to be religious to be
good, nor believe in God to objectively discern the
difference between right and wrong.”
 WATCH & SKIM: Moral argument video + 4.1-4.2
REPEAT ANSWER

Moral relativism
 2/3 believe “right & wrong” is just opinion …
“everything is relative; who am I to judge?”
 sexual ethics, experimentation, and
antiquated biblical beliefs
 homosexuality, fornication, cohabitation, abortion
 reinforcement: media, educators, parents
 And yet … conscience, “no harm,” influence

“The Moral Argument” (Reasonable Faith here)

Activity 11.4
 RESPOND: a) “Who are you to say what is morally
right and wrong? How intolerant!”; or (b) “Anyone who
judges homosexuality on religious grounds is a bigot;
provided people give their full consent, and no harm is
done, everything is permissible and your opposition is
oppression”; or (c) “You don’t need to be religious to be
good, nor believe in God to objectively discern the
difference between right and wrong.”
 WATCH & SKIM: Moral argument video + 4.1-4.2
REPEAT ANSWER

Activity 11.5 ETHICs roleplay
☼ Abortion // Sexuality—LGBT // Legal Drugs //
Freedom of Speech, Pluralism & Tolerance
(1)Choose a topic, read the scenario
(2) 3 points capturing hopes and fears of
interlocutor. What terms and concepts must
be clarified, and what admissions for a
productive dialogue to ensue?
(3)What is a biblical position that leads towards
the gospel? Outline key points
(4) Compose 30sec soundbite, share & debrief
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homophobia today

homophobia today

 How big an issue is sexuality today? Is this a ‘gospel’
issue? And how should Christians respond?
How significantly do people’s attitudes on sexuality
influence their openness to Christianity? In what way?
“Teachings about homosexuality was the major reason,
across all categories, young people gave for not
identifying with a religion. Other notable moral
teachings people disliked included the church's attitude
to women, especially the ordination of women, rules
about sex before marriage and the
prohibition of abortion.”
(Mason et al, The Spirit of Generation Y, p. 80)

 How should Christians respond?
Are we “antihomosexual” and “repressive”?

homophobia today
FATHER
Normative
Scripture + Tradition

HOLY SPIRIT
Existential/Strategic
Experience

SON
Situational/Empirical
Reason on World

Activity 11.6: Wicked Problems,
Contested Definitions

 After watching Sunrise Showdown, and skimming
Stackhouse’s Blog piece (2014), brainstorm the facets
and questions of Church, Community & State emerging
from the 3 perspectives …

’
‘

’

A Practical Theological Reflection
on the Church’s Response
to Homosexuals

 Given the size and complexity of this issue, are we
better not to speak at all? What is gained and lost?
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’
‘

“What do Christians Have Against Homosexuality”
(Tim Keller here)

’

“Why Aren’t You For Marriage Equality?”
(Ryan Anderson here)

For next week
PRE-READING + FORUM
-question—something you don’t
get, or want to clarify
-challenge—something you
disagree with, or want to nuance
-implication—“so what” for your
apologetic approach
-application—something useful
right now in your context

FORUM 11: Respond to one of the following statements:
(a) “Who are you to say what is morally right and wrong?
How intolerant!”; or (b) “Anyone who judges homosexuality
on religious grounds is a bigot; provided people give their
full consent, and no harm is done, everything is permissible
and your opposition is oppression”; or (c) “You don’t need to
be religious to be good, nor believe in God to objectively
discern the difference between right and wrong.”
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